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RESOURCES
Dr Jay McTighe has a wealth of experience developed during a rich and varied career in education. He
H
has many years’ experience as a classroom teacher, resource specialist and program coordinator, an
and
nd is
well known for his work with “thinking skills”, having coordinated USA-wide efforts to develop instructional
tional
strategies, curriculum models and assessment procedures for improving the quality of student thinking.
n
ng.
Jay is coauthor, with Grant Wiggins, of the bestselling Understanding by Design series and the newly
y
released Connecting Content and Kids: Integrating Differentiation and Understanding by Design,
coauthored with Carol Ann Tomlinson. All of these are published in Australia by Hawker
Brownlow Education.

10th Annual Thinking & Learning Conference
Workshop - Friday 17th May 2013
Two-Day Institute - Understanding by Design Institute
One-Day Institute - Schooling by Design Institute
Keynote : “National Curriculum: Will it Work?”
Friday 17 May:

Session One: Integrating Differentiated Instruction and Understanding by Design Part 1 – With Carol Ann Tomlinson
Carol Ann Tomlinson and Jay McTighe come together for a rare glimpse into how the two learning models of Differentiated Instruction and Understanding by Design
offer compelling approaches to effectual learning in students. This is a two-part session.
Session Two: Integrating Differentiated Instruction and Understanding by Design Part 2 – With Carol Ann Tomlinson
Carol Ann Tomlinson and Jay McTighe come together for a rare glimpse into how the two learning models of Differentiated Instruction and Understanding by Design
offer compelling approaches to effectual learning in students. This is a two-part session.

Session Three: Essential Questions
A good essential question serves as a doorway for engaging student inquiry in uncovering” the curriculum, leading to deeper understanding. In this session, we will
examine key ideas from the new book, Essential Questions: Doorways to Student Understanding.
Participants will:
• recognise the characteristics of truly essential questions
• be able to distinguish between overarching and topical essential questions
• use practical and proven design tools for developing essential questions

• learn speciﬁc strategies for using essential questions for teaching and in
curriculum design
• review websites containing good essential questions

Saturday 18 May & Sunday 19 May
Understanding by Design Institute (Two-Day Institute)

In this institute will explore “backward by design”, to support teaching for understanding through a series of thought-provoking exercises. Participants will use the
tools and templates of UbD to create or reﬁne a unit of study. Explore a framework for translating the Australian Curriculum into a teachable curriculum.
Note to Participants: This workshop involves curriculum design so participants should bring their own content standards and resource materials to assist their design work. Participants are REQUIRED to purchase the Understanding by Design: Professional Development Workbook to attend this Institute.
Monday 20 May
Schooling by Design Institute (One-Day Institute)
Audience: P–12 Teachers with UbD experience or who have attended the UbD Introduction Workshop

Designed for educators who are familiar with UbD, this builds on the UbD Institute. Participants will address the following questions: How can “backward design”
help build a more coherent curriculum? How do we evaluate student performance in consistent ways? What is effective curriculum design?
Participants will: apply backward design to “macro” curriculum development at the course and program levels, and school initiatives; examine recurring cornerstone assessment tasks to provide evidence of increasing understanding over time; design rubrics for evaluating performance of understanding; and learn how to
apply the W.H.E.R.E.T.O. framework to design engaging and effective instruction.
Note to Participants: Please bring your own copy of Understanding by Design: Professional Development Workbook and a laptop computer.

Sample pages for each title can be viewed at www.hbe.com.au

Backward Design DVD
9781742392004

In this keynote session, Jay McTighe helps participants to understand the three stages of backward design:
Identify desired results; Determine acceptable evidence; and Plan learning experiences and instruction.
In this framework, the goal is to help learners understand the content identiﬁed in standards, using the
textbook as a resource, not as a syllabus. This package includes a DVD with the video and a CD with
materials to support team or individual professional learning, including the presenter’s PowerPoint, an
excerpt from the book On Excellence in Teaching.

SOT2004 • $150.00

The Understanding by Design Guide to Advanced Concepts in Creating and
Reviewing Units
Jay McTighe & Grant Wiggins • 9781743303443

Regardless of your stage at implementing the design tools and using the improved template for Understanding
by Design (UbD), this companion to The UbD Guide to Creating High-Quality Units is essential for taking your
work to a higher plane. This volume features a set of hands-on modules containing worksheets, models, and
self-assessments that are essential for building more polished and powerful units.

112026 • $32.95

The Understanding by Design Guide to Creating High-Quality Units
Grant Wiggins, Jay McTighe • 9781741700268

The Understanding by Design Guide to Creating High-Quality Units offers instructional modules on the
basic concepts and elements of Understanding by Design (UbD), the “backward design” approach used
by thousands of educators to create curriculum units and assessments that focus on developing students’
understanding of important ideas.

109107 • $32.95

Schooling by Design: An ASCD Action Tool
Allison Zmuda, Jay McTighe, Grant Wiggins, John Brown • 978 1 74239 071 0

An essential toolkit for anyone who wants to apply the principles of Understanding by Design to systemwide
school improvement. Inside is a collection of proven tools for accomplishing the tasks identiﬁed in the bestselling book Schooling by Design. Each tool gives you concrete strategies and tactics to further key areas
of your school improvement plan—from clarifying the mission to analysing your results. An accompanying
CD-ROM contains all of the tools plus additional bonus tools.
707039 • $130.00

Schooling by Design: Mission, Action and Achievement
Grant Wiggins & Jay McTighe • 1 74170 480 4

UbD authors Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe describe how to start with your school’s mission and goals and
develop a powerful school improvement plan focused on desired results. Learn how to use UbD’s backwarddesign process to determine the evidence for your plan’s success and to plan improvement steps in instruction
and leadership roles. Get dozens of action ideas for starting the school improvement process and keeping it
going, plus samples of curriculum frameworks and assessment rubrics.
107018 • $35.95

Understanding by Design: Professional Development Workbook
Jay McTighe & Grant Wiggins • 1 74101 694 0

Understanding by Design: Professional Development Workbook extends the ideas presented in Understanding
by Design (Ubd) by focusing on professional development and the practical matters of curriculum design.
The Workbook is a guide for UbD workshops and undergraduate and graduate courses, as well as further
independent exploration. It provides a valuable resource to educators in developing curricula and assessments
with a focus on developing and deepening students’ understanding of important ideas.

103056 • $39.95
Sample pages for each title can be viewed at www.hbe.com.au

Connecting Differentiated Instruction, Understanding by Design and What Works in
Schools: An Exploration of Research-Based Strategies (DVD)
Carol Ann Tomlinson, Jay McTighe, Robert Marzano •

9781742394930
This DVD features four of the top sages of school improvement connecting their ideas: * Carol Ann
Tomlinson on Differentiated Instruction * Jay McTighe and Grant Wiggins on Understanding by Design *
Robert J. Marzano on What Works in School. Hear them discuss their three powerhouse frameworks and
share the profound potentials for educators who use these models. Show this DVD at the next meeting of
your school improvement team or professional learning community.
609012 • $130.00

Understanding by Design, Second Edition
Grant Wiggins & Jay McTighe • 1 74101 693 2

What is understanding and how does it differ from knowledge? How can we determine the big ideas worth
understanding? Why is understanding an important teaching goal, and how do we know when students
have attained it? How can we create a rigorous and engaging curriculum that focuses on understanding and
leads to improved student performance in today’s high-stakes, standards-based environment? Combining
provocative ideas, thoughtful analysis and tested approaches, Understanding by Design answers these
questions and offers teacher-designers a clear path to the creation of curriculum that ensures better learning
and more stimulating experience for students and teachers alike.
103055 • $49.95

Making the Most of ‘Understanding by Design’
John L. Brown • 1 74101 695 9

Thousands of educators worldwide are already using Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe’s Understanding
by Design (UbD) as a framework for designing curriculum units, performance assessments and instruction
that lead students to deep understanding of content. This book, based on data gathered from surveys,
interviews and focus group discussions, reﬂects what educators have learned about effective UbD
implementation and explores how schools can leverage UbD principles to improve student achievement,
staff performance and organisational productivity.

103110 • $35.95

Integrating Differentiated Instruction and Understanding by Design
Carol Ann Tomlinson, et al. • 1 74101 827 7

This differentiation book will provide your school with a comprehensive and in-depth approach to ensure
all students are learning to their maximum capacity. Differentiated Instruction and Understanding by Design
explains how to connect these two approaches and use their combined power to meet content standards
and prepare for tests. While providing students with multiple learning pathways, use the backward design
approach to develop curriculum units and lessons that can be differentiated in response to students’ different
needs and levels.

105004 • $39.95

Checking for Understanding: Formative Assessment Techniques for Your
Classroom
Douglas Fisher & Nancy Frey • 1 74170 511 8

If you ever have students who are reluctant to tell you when they don’t understand something—or worse,
tell you they understand when they really don’t—then here’s a book that gives you lots of ways to check for
understanding. Learn why typical methods to check for understanding are usually ineffective. And explore
formative assessment techniques that work in any subject area and grade level.

107023 • $40.00

Sample pages for each title can be viewed at www.hbe.com.au

Conversations: Integrating Differentiated Instruction and Understanding by
Design (DVD)
Carol Ann Tomlinson, et al. • 9781742399645

Teachers everywhere are under way more pressure to address required content standards, teach for
student understanding, and reach an increasingly diverse student population. Find out how you can
do that by using Differentiated Instruction and Understanding by Design in tandem to incorporate
content standards into an understanding-based curriculum that includes instruction that supports the
success of all students.

610132 • $179.00
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Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education about
future workshops, conferences and the latest publications.

$32.95

Understanding by Design, Second Edition

$49.95
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Understanding by Design: Professional
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$39.95
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Understanding by Design: Guide to Creating
$32.95
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P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia
Phone: +61 3 8558 2444 • Fax: +61 3 8558 2400
Toll-Free Phone: 1800 334 603 • Fax: 1800 150 445
Website: http://www.hbe.com.au
Email: orders@hbe.com.au
ABN: 70 495 007 372

Address .............................................................................................

Email: ................................................................................................

103055

TOTAL (plus freight)

Name of School .................................................................................

$

To Contact our Sales Rep
VIC contact reception on
Toll Free Ph: 1800 334 603 or
reception@hbe.com.au
NSW contact Judy Morrissey on
0414 424 160 or nsw1@hbe.com.au
QLD contact Karen Hofmann on
0439 889 190 or qld1@hbe.com.au

Terms of Trade
• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the
amount into New Zealand dollars ($NZD) so that you can pay by cheque or
credit card in New Zealand dollars ($NZD).
• Full money-back guarantee.
• We do realise it is difﬁcult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your
selection, please visit our website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse
Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view the ﬁrst few pages
of the book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book page.
• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your
requirements we will accept undamaged returns for full credit or refund.
Posters are for ﬁrm sale only and will not be sent on approval. Please be
aware that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery
charge of $9.50 within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

Online ‘On Account’ ordering now available!
If you have a pre-existing account with
Hawker Brownlow Education, you can now order
online and pay using that account.

